
 
 

"GABBY DURAN & THE UNSITTABLES" 
 

Multitalented actress and musician Kylie Cantrall stars as the effortlessly cool and 
resourceful teen Gabby Duran, who doesn't blink an eye when she's chosen to babysit 
aliens—an especially unruly group of VIP extraterrestrials disguised as everyday kids. 
Never one to back away from a challenge, Gabby goes to great lengths to protect her new 
charges and their secret identities in this funny, out-of-this-world adventure series based 
upon the novel written by Elise Allen and Daryle Conners. 
 

Although Gabby's unique point-of-view and quirky fashion sense make her completely 
different from her uber-polished mother Dina and whip-smart younger sister Olivia—who 
have so much in common, they even dress alike—she values her close-knit family. She 
also leans on her best friend Wesley, a conspiracy theorist who is always on the lookout 
for strange phenomena. 
 
But Gabby's keeping a secret: she knows that her middle school principal, the eccentric 
and unpredictable Principal Swift, is actually a shape-shifting alien from Gor-Mon who 
watches over the extraterrestrial children hiding out on Earth. "Swifty" often enlists her 
to babysit these alien youngsters, including his nephew Jeremy, a shapeshifter and heir 
to the Gor-Monite throne who unfortunately explodes if he ingests too much soda-pop.   
 
With each new alien child that she meets, Gabby learns about empathy and the 
importance of accepting those who are different. Her resourcefulness and determination 
are also valuable assets when taking care of a telepath or a youngster with tentacles. 
Despite the difficulty of keeping her interstellar employment secret from her classmates 
and society at large, Gabby boldly sets out to prove she's the best babysitter in the galaxy.   
 
"Gabby Duran & the Unsittables" stars Kylie Cantrall as the title character, Nathan Lovejoy 
("The Code") as Principal Swift, Coco Christo ("We Take the Low Road") as Olivia, Maxwell 
Acee Donovan ("Good Kids") as Wesley, Callan Farris ("Kings") as Jeremy and Valery Ortiz 
("Switched at Birth") as Dina. 
 
Writers Mike Alber and Gabe Snyder ("Kirby Buckets") serve as executive producers 
alongside Joe Nussbaum ("Just Add Magic"). "Gabby Duran & the Unsittables" is a 
production of Gabby Productions, Ltd., a subsidiary of Omnifilm Entertainment, Ltd.  
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